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CHAPTE R 233

The Mechanics' Lien Act
1 . In this Act,
"contractor" means a person contracting with or
employed directly by the owner or his agent for the
doing of work or service or placing or furnishing
materials for any of the purposes mentioned in this
Act;
(b) "material" or "materials" includes every kind of
movable property;
(c) "owner" includes any person, body corporate or

politic, including a municipal corporation and a railway company, having any estate or interest in the
land upon which or in respect of which the work or
service is done, or materials a re placed or furnished,
at whose request, and
(i) upon whose credit, or
(ii) on whose behalf, or
(iii) with whose privity and consent, or
(iv) for whose direct benefit,
work or service is performed or materials are placed
or furnished and all persons claiming under him or
them whose rights arc acquired after the work or
service in respect of which the lien is claimed is commenced or the materials furnished have been commenced to be furnished;
(d) "registrar" includes master of titles and local master

of titles;
(e) " registry office" includes the land titles office;
(f) "subcontractor" means a person not contracting with
or employed directly by the owner or his agent for
t he purposes aforesaid, but contracting with or
employed by a contractor, or under him by another
subcontractor;

(g) "wages" means the money earned by a mechanic or
labourer for work done by time or as piece work.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 1.

Interpretation
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Exception
of streets
or hlghw a~·s

2. Nothing in this Act extends to any public street or
highway, or to any work or improvement done or caused to
be done by a municipal corporation thereon. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 227, s. 2.

C ontract
pri ce a
trust fu nd

3.- (1) All sums received by a builder or contractor or a
subcontractor on account of the contract price are and constitute a trust fund in the hands of the builder or contractor,
or of the subcontractor, as the case may be, for the benefit
of the proprietor, builder or contractor, subcontractors,
Workmen's Compensation Board, workmen and persons who
have supplied material on account of the contract, and the
builder or contractor or the subcontractor, as the case may be,
is the trustee of all such sums so received by him, and until
all workmen and all persons who have supplied · material
on the contract and a ll subcontractors are paid for work done
or material supplied on the contract and the 'Workmen's
Compensation Board is paid any assessment with respect
thereto, may not appropriate or convert any part thereof to
his own use or to any use not authorized by the trust. R.S.O.
1950, c. 227' s. 3.

Offence an d
penal ty

(2) Every builder, contractor or subcontractor who appropriates or converts any part of the contract price referred to
in subsection 1 to his own use or to any use not authorized
by the trust is guilty of an offence and on summary conviction
is liable to a fine of not more than $5,000 or to imprisonment
for a term of not more than two years or both, and every
director or officer of a corporation who knowingly assents to
or acquiesces in any such offence by the corporation is guilty
of such offence in addition to the corporation. · ·

Sa ving

(3) Notwithstanding the other provisions of this section,
where a builder, contractor or subcontractor has paid in
whole or part for any materials supplied on account of the
contract, or any workman or subcontractor who has performed
any work or services or placed or furnished any material in
respect of such contract, the retention by such builder, contractor or subcontractor of a ny amount so paid by him shall
not be deemed an appropriation or conversion thereof to his
own use or to any use not authorized by the trust. 1952, c. 54,
s. 1.
.

Agreements
waiving
application
of Act t o
be void

4.-( 1) Every agreement, verbal or written, express or
implied, on the part of any workman, servant, labourer,
mechanic or other person employed in any kind of manual
labour intended to be dealt with in this Act, that this Act
does not apply, or that the remedies provided by it are not
available for the benefit of such person, is null and void.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 4 (1).
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(2) This section does not apply to a manager, officer or Exception as
to certain
foreman, or to any other person w hose wages are more t han employees
$15 a day. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 4 (2); 1954, c. 49, s. 1.
(3) No agreement deprives any person otherwise entitled fb7~3t pua';~~
to a lien under this Act who is not a party to the agreement, ~raf!{~;'Il:~t
of the benefit of the lien, but it attaches, notwithstanding
such agreement. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 4 (3).
CREATION OF LIEN

5.- (1) Unless he signs an express agreement to the con- General
· t hat case su b"JCCt to sectton
· 4, any person who Hen
right to a
trary and 111
performs any work or service upon or in respect of, or places
or furnishes any materials to be used in the making, constructing, erecting, fitting, altering, improving or repairing of any
erection, building, railway, land, wharf, pier, bulkhead, bridge,
trestlework, vault, mine, well, excavation, fence, sidewalk,
pavement, fountain, fishpond, drain, sewer, aqueduct, roadbed, way, fruit or ornamental trees, or the appurtenances to
any of them for any owner , contractor, or subcontractor,
by virtue thereof has a lien for the price of the work, service
or materials upon the estate or interest of the owner in the
erection, building, railway, land, wharf, pier, bulkhead, bridge,
trestlework, vault, mine, well , excavation, fence, sidewalk,
paving, fountain, fishpond, drain, sewer, aqueduct, roadbed,
way, fruit or ornamental trees, and appurtenances and the
land occupied thereby or enjoyed therewith, or upon or in
respect of which the work or service is performed, or u pon
which the materials are placed or furnished to be used, limited,
however, in amount to the sum justly due to the person entitled
to the lien and to the sum justly owing, except as herein
provided, by the owner, and the placing or furnishing of t he
materials to be used upon the land or such other place in the
immediate vicinity of the land designated by the owner or his
agent is good and sufficient delivery for the purpose of this
Act, but delivery on the designated land does not make such
land subject to a lien.

(2) The lien given by subsection 1 attaches to the land as Lion
therein set out where the materials delivered to be used are !,t~~;ges
incorporated into the buildings, erections or structures on the ~~~~~~g;~ted
land, notwithstanding that the materials may not have been ~ 1 t1~d l
delivered in strict accordance with subsection 1. R.S.O. u ng
1950, c. 227. s. 5.
(3) For the purposes of subsection 1, "agent" shall be Intorpredeemed to include the contractor or subcontractor for whom tatlo n
the materials are placed or furnished, un less the person placin~
or furnishing the materials has had actual notice from the
owner to the contrary. 1952, c. 54, s. 2.
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\Vh en
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i ntereSL
liahle for
wo rk d one
or m ateria ls
fu rnish ed
o n ln nd of
married
wo 1nan

6. Where work is done or services are performed or materials are furnished to be used upon or in respect of the land
of a married woman or in which she has any interest or an
inchoate right of dower, with the privity and consent of her
husband he shall be presumed conclusively to be acting as her
agent as well as for himself for the purposes of this Act unless
before doing the work or performing the services or furnishing
the materials the person doing, performing or furnishing the
same has had actual notice to the contrary. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 227, s. 6.

\V'Ih.:l'e esta te

7 .- (1) Where the estate or interest upon which the lien
attaches is leasehold, the fee simple is also subject to the lien,
provided the person doing the wor k or supplying the mater ial
gives notice in writing, by personal service, referring to the
section, to the owner or his agent of the work to be done or
material to be furnished, unless the owner or his agent within
ten days thereafter gives notice to such person that he wi ll
not be responsible therefor. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 7 (1);
1958, c. 57, s. 1.

•· har:.:e<J 1..
l•a.-l'l>o i<J

:.IECHANICS' LIEN
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F or fo> tu r e
or can<:ella t ion of
tea~e. effec t
o f o n lienhn lder

(2) No forfeiture or attempted forfeiture of the lease on
the part of the landlord or cancellation or attempted cancellation of the lease except for non-payment of rent deprives
any person othenvise entitled to a lien under this Act of the
benefit of the lien provided that the person e nt itled to the
lien may pay any rent accr uing after he becomes so entitled
and the amount so paid may be added to his claim.

Pri or
•nort J.!ages

(3) \\'here the land and premises upon or in respect of
which any work or ser vice is performed or materials are
furnished to be used is encumbered by a prior mortgage or
other charge existing in fact before any lien arises, the mortgage or other charge has priority over all liens under this Act
to the extent of the actual value of the land and premises
at the time the first lien arose, such value to be ascertained
by the judge or officer having jurisdiction to try the action
by proper evidence to be adduced before him.

\\' h er o tlr,;t

(4) The time at which the first lien arose shall be deemed to
be the time at which the first work or service is performed or
first materials furnished, irrespective of whether a claim for
lien in respect thereof is registered or enforced, and whether
or not such lien is before the court.

tlc u nrul-'O

Futu r o
ad ,·ances

. \ l{l'cemen t
r.. r p urehase

(5) Any mortgage existing as a valid security, notwithstanding that it is a prior mortgage within the meaning of
subsection 3, may also secure future advances, subject to
subsection 1 of section 13 .
( 6) \ Vhere there is an agreemcn t for the purchase of land
. unpa1'd an d
and t he purchase money or a part t hereo f 1s

Sec. 11 (3)
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no conveyance has been made to the purchaser, he shall for
the purposes of t his Act be deemed a mortgagor and the
seller a mortgagee. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 7 (2-6).

8 . Where any of the property upon which a lien attaches
Application
.
.
of 1ns urance
ts wholly or partly destroyed by fire, any money rece1ved
by reason of any insurance thereon by a n owner or prior
mortgagee or chargee shall take the place of the property so
destroyed aud is, after satisfying any prior mortgage or charge
in t he manner and to the extent set out in subsection 3 of
section 7, subject to the claims of all persons for liens to the
same extent as if the money had been realized by a sale of
the property in an action to enforce the lien. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 227, s. 8.
9 . Save as herein otherwise provided,
the lien does not amount
Limit or f
.
o
attach so as to make the owner liable for a greater sum than owner's
liability
the sum payable by the owner to the contractor. R .S .0 . .
1950, c. 227, s. 9.
1 0 . Save as herein otherwise provided, where the lien is Limit of
claimed by any person other than the contractor, the amount ~~~7m~~e~Y
that may be claimed in respect thereof is limited to the amount ~~~~r conowing to the contractor or subcontractor or other person for tractor
whom the work or service has been done or t he materials
placed or furnished. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 10.
11.- ( 1) In all cases, the person prima rily liable upon a ny Retention or
contract under or by virtue of which a lien may arise shall , g~r~:~:~e
as the work is done or materials are furn ished under the for 3 7 days
contract, retain for a period of thirty-seven days after the
completion or abandonment of the work done or to be done
under the contract 20 per cent of the value of the work,
service and materials actually done, placed or furnished, as
mentioned in section 5, irrespective of whether the contract
or subcontract provides for partial payments or payment
on completion of the work and the va lue shall be calculated
upon evidence given in that rega rd on the basis of the contract
price or, if t here is no specific contract price, on the basis of
the actual value of the work, service or materials. R.S.O.
1950, c. 227, s. 11 (1); 1952, c. 54, s. 3 (1).

(2) vVhere the contract price or actual value exceeds Where co n·
$25,000, the amount to be retained is 15 per cent instead of !~~~lsri ce
20 per cent. R .S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 11 (2); 1958, c. 57 , s. 2. S2s.ooo
(3) I n the case of a contract that is under the supervision Reduotio n
.
.
in a moun t
o { an arch1tect,
engmeer
or ot her person upon whose certt'fi -retained
cates payments are to be made, where thirty-seven days have
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elapsed after a certificate issued by that architect, engineer or
other person to the effect that the subcontract has been completed to his satisfaction has been given to the person primarily
liable upon that contract and to the person who became a
subcontractor by a subcontract made directly under that
contract, the amount to be retained by the person primarily
liable upon that contract shall be reduced by 15 per cent or
20 per cent, as the case may be, of the subcontract price or, if
there is no specific subcontract price, by 15 per cent or 20 per
cent, as the case may be, of the actual value of the work,
service performed or materials furnished or placed under that
subcontract, but this subsection does not operate if and so long
as any lien derived under that subcontract is preserved by
anything done under this Act. 1952, c. 54, s. 3 (2), part; 1957,
c. 68, s. 1.
Idem

(4) Where a certificate issued by an architect, engineer
or other person to the effect that a subcontract by which a
subcontractor became a subcontractor has been completed to
the satisfaction of that architect, engineer or other person has
been given to that subcontractor, then for the purposes of
subsections 1, 2 and 3 of section 21 and section 23 that subcontract and any materials furnished or placed or to be
furnished or placed thereunder and any work or services
performed or to be performed thereunder shall, so far as
concerns any lien thereunder of that subcontractor, be deemed
to have been completed or furnished or placed not later than
the time at which the certificate was so given. 1952, c. 54,
s. 3 (2), part.

Effect of
lien on
amounts
retained

(5) The lien is a charge upon the amount directed to be
retained by this section in favour of lienholders whose liens
a re derived under persons to whom the moneys so req uired
to be retained are respectively payable. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227,
s. 11 (3).

Payments
made in
good faith
withou t
notice of
lien

(6) All payments up to 80 per cent as fixed by subsection 1
or up to 85 per cent as fixed by subsection 2 and payments
permitted as a result of the operation of subsections 3 and 4
made in good faith by an owner to a contractor, or by a contractor to a subcontractor, or by one subcontractor to another
subcontractor, before notice in writing of the lien given by
the person claiming the lien to the owner, contractor or subcontractor, as the case may be, operate as a discharge pro tanto
of the lien . R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 11 (4) ; 1952, c. 54, s. 3 (3).

Payment of
percentage
and
discharge
of liens

(7) Payment of the percentage required to be retained
under this section may be validly made so as to discharge
all liens or charges in respect thereof after the expiration of
the period of thirty-seven days mentioned in subsection 1
unless in the meantime proceedings have been commenced to

Sec. 13 (1)
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enforce any lien or charge against the percentage as provided
by sections 22 and 23, in which case the owner may pay the
percentage into court in the proceedings and the payment
constitutes valid payment in discharge of the owner to the
amount thereof. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 11 (5); 1952, c. 54,
s. 3 (4).
(8) Every contract is amended in so far as is necessary to Amendment
be in conformity with this section.
r!a~~~(9) Where the contractor or subcontractor makes default Where per·
·111 comp1ettng
· h'ts contract, t h e percentagesh a II not, as agamst
·
centage
noL
to~
any lienholder who by virtue of subsection 5 has a charge applied
thereupon, be applied by the owner, contractor or subcontractor to the completion of the contract or for any other
purpose nor to the payment of damages for the non-completion
of the contract by the contractor or subcontractor nor in
payment or satisfaction of any claim against the contractor or
subcontractor. 1952, c. 54, s. 3 (5).
12.- (1) If an owner, contractor or subcontractor makes Payments
a payment to any person entitled to a lien under section 5 ~;~~~~rect
for or on account of any debt, justly due to him for work !~R1/i3~~
or service done or for materials placed or furnished to be lion
used as therein mentioned, for which he is not primarily
liable, and within three days afterwards gives written notice
of the payment to the person primarily liable, or his agent,
the payment shall be deemed to be a payment on his contract
generally to the contractor or subcontractor primarily liable
but not so as to affect the percentage to be retained by the
owner as provided by section 11.

(2) Every subcontractor is entitled to enforce his lien not- RighLaor
.
t h e non-comp Ietton
or a b an d onment o f t h e aubcontraotor
contract by any contractor or subcontractor under whom he
claims. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 12.
. h stand'tng
Wlt

13.- (1) The lien has priority over all judgments, execu- Priority or
tions, assignments, attachments, garnishments, and receiving lion
orders recovered, issued or made after the lien arises, and over
all payments or advances made on account of any conveyance
or mortgage after notice in writing of the lien has been given
at the address endorsed on such conveyance or mortgage
pursuant to section 45 of The Registry Act to the person R.s.o. 19EO,
making such payments or after registration of a claim for the o. 348
lien as hereinafter provided, and in the absence of such notice
in writing or t he registration of a claim for lien all such payments or advances have priority over any such lien. R.S.O.
1950, c. 227, s. 13 (1); 1955, c. 44, s. 1.
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Priority
a mong
lle nh oldcrs

(2) Except where it is otherwise provided by this Act,
no person entitled to a lien on any property or money is
entitled to any prior ity or preference over another person of
the same class entitled to a lien on such property or money,
and each class of lienholders ranks pari passu for their several
amounts, and l he proceeds of any sale shall be distributed
among- the111 f>ro rn/a according to lheir several classes and
rights.

:\lortga ~e

(3) Any conveyance, mor tgage or charge of or on land
giveu to any person entitled to a lien thereon under t his Act
in payment of or as security for any such claim, whether
given before or after such lien claim has arisen, shall, as
against other parties entitled to liens under this Act, on any
such land be deemed to be fraudu lent and void. R.S.O. 1950 ,
c. 227, s. 13 (2, 3).

given to
person
entitled to
lien void as
against lienho lder$

:\IECII AJ:I:ICS' LIE!':
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PRIORITY Of' \\'AGES
Priority of
liens for

14.- ( 1) Every mechanic or labourer whose lien is for
wages has prior ity to the extent of thirty days wages over
all other liens derived through the same contractor or subcontractor to the extent of and on t he 20 per cent or 15 per
cent, as the case may be, directed to be retained by section 11
to which the contractor or subcontractor through whom the
lien is derived is entitled and all such mechanics and labourers
rank thereon pari passu. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 14 (1).

Enforcing
lien in
such cases

(2) Every wage-earner is entitled to enforce a lien in respect
of any contract or subcontract not completely fulfilled and,
notwithstanding anything to the contra r y in this Act, may
serve a notice of motion on the proper parties returnable in
fou r days after service thereof before the judge having jurisdiction under this Act, that the applicant will on the return
of the motion ask for judgment on his claim for lien, registered
particulars of which shall accompany the notice of motion
duly verified by affidavit. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 14 (2);
1960, c. 65, s. 1.

C alculating
percentage
when contract n ot
fultllle<l

(3) If the contract has not been completed when the lien
is claimed by a wage-earner, the percentage shall be calculated on the value of the work done or materials fu r nished
by the contractor or subcontractor by whom the wage-earner
is employed having regard to the contract price, if any. R.S.O.
1950, c. 227, s. 14 (3).

Devices t o
defeat
priority o f
w ageearners

(4) Every device by an owner, contractor or subcontractor
to defeat the priority given to a wage-earner for his wages
a nd every payment made for the purpose of defeating or impairing a lien is null and void. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 14 (5)

wages

Sec. 16 (3)
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MATERIAL

13.- (1) Material actua ll y delivered tO be used for any Lien for
. su b'Ject to a 11.en for ma te rial
.
d 1n
. sect1.on 5 1s
o f t I1e purposes ment10ne
any of the purchase price thereof t hat is unpaid in favour of
the person who furnished it un t il it is incorporated in the
building, erection or work, and it is no t during t he continuance
of s uch lien subject to execution or other process to enforce
any debt other than for the purchase price thereof due to the
person furnishing the same. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 15 (1);
1960, c. 65, s. 2 (1).

(2) Dur ing the continuance of a lien, no part of the material ~:~~1:.1 or
affected thereby shall be removed except with the leave of
t he judge or officer having jurisdiction. 1960, c. 65, s. 2 (2).
REGISTRATJ0:-1 OF LIEN

10.- (1) A claim for a lien (Forms 1, 2 and 3) may be Rogls trMion
. t I1e proper reg1.stry o ffi ce an d s ha II set out,
of
reg1.stered Ill
rorclnlm
lien
(a) the name and residence of the person claiming the
lien and of the owner or of the person w hom the
person claiming the lien, or his agent, believes to be
the owner of the land, and of t he person for whom the
work or service was or is to be done, or materials
furn ished or placed, and the time within which the
same was or was to be done or furnished or placed;

(b) a short description of t he work or service done or to
be done, or materia ls furnished or placed or to be
placed or to be furnished or placed ;
(c) the sum claimed as due or to become due;
(d) a description of the land sufficient for t he purpose of
registration and where the land is registered under
The Land Titles Act, also a reference to t he number of ~ ·~0<;?·
t he parcel of the land and to the register in which
such la nd is registered in the land titles office;

J9GO .

(e) t he date of expiry of the period of credit when credit

has been given.
(2) The claim s hall be verified in duplicate by the aflidavit Vorlfl c l\llon
.
.
(F•orm 4) o f t he person cI a .ulllng
t h e 11en,
or o f h'1s agent or o f c ll\lm
assignee, having a personal knowleclge of the matters required
to be verified, and the affidavit of the agent or assignee shall
state that he has such knowkdge.
Oescr~ttc;u

(3) When it is desired to register a claim for lien agains t a o;hten n t1
. .IS su ffi cient descn. ption o f the Iand of the railway "rcgiRtc
re (' 11
ra1') way, 1t
r<'d
'b
.
I
I
d
f
I
'
I
ngnlnst
company to d escn e 1t as t 1e an o 1 l C nu way comp:tll) rn llwn)
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and every such claim sha ll be registered in the general register
in the office for t he registry division within which the lien is
claimed to have a risen. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 16.
What may
be Included
i n claim

17 .- (1) A claim for lien may include claims against any
number of properties, and any number of persons claiming
liens upon the same property may unite therein , but where
more t han one lien is included in one claim each lien shall be
verified by affidavit as provided in section 16.

Apportionment of
claims

(2) The judge or officer has jurisdiction equitably to appor tion against the respective properties the amounts included
in any claim or claims for liens under subsection 1. R.S.O.
1950, c. 22 7, s. 17.

t nformallt Y
1n register1ng
Hens

18.- ( 1) A substantial compliance with sections 16, 17 and
29 .IS su ffi c1ent
.
. .mva I'd
an d no 1'1en IS
1 at eel b y reason o f fa1'1ure
to comply with any of the requisites of these sections unless,
in t he opinion of the j udge or officer who tries an action
under this Act, t he owner, contractor or subcontractor, mortgagee, or other person, is prejudiced t hereby, and then only
to t he extent to which he is thereby prejudiced .

Registration
necessary

(2) Nothing in t his section dispenses with registration of
the claim for lien. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 18.

Effect of
registration

19.-(1) The registrar, upon payment of t he proper fee,
shall register the claim, describing it as "Mechanic's Lien"
against the land therein described in like manner as if it were
a mortgage, and shall certify the registration upon the duplicate, but he shall not copy the claim or affidavit in any registry
book, and the duplicates shall be fi led in the office of the master
or of the clerk of the county or district court of the county or
district in which the land is situate on or before the t rial of t he
action.

Fee for
registration

(2) The fee for registration of a claim for lien is 50 cents,
and if several persons join in one claim the registrar is entitled
to a further fee of 20 cents for each person after the first.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 19.

ff;~h~J>:r

20. Where a claim is so registered, the person entitled to
a lien shall be deemed a purchaser pro tanto and within the
R.s.o. 1960, provisions of The Registry Act and The Land Titles Act, but,
348 204
cc.
•
except as herein otherwise provided, those Acts do not apply
to any lien arising under this Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 20.
Limit of
time for
regist ration

21.- (1) A claim for lien by a contractor or subcontractor
in cases not otherwise provided for may be registered before
or during the performance of the contract or of t he subcontract

Sec. 23
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or within thirty-seven days after the completion or abandonment of the contract or of the subcontract, as the case may
be. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 21 (1); 1952, c. 54, s. 6 (1).
(2) A claim for lien for materials may be registered before Materials
or during the furnishing or placing thereof, or within thirtyseven days after the furnishing or placing of the last material
so furnished or placed. R .S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 21 (2); 1952,
c. 54, s. 6 (2).
(3) A claim for lien for services may be registered at any Services
time during the performance of the service or within thirtyseven days after the completion of the service. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 227' s. 21 (3); 1952, c. 54, s. 6 (3).
(4) A claim for lien for wages may be registered at any time wages
during the performance of the work for which the wages are
claimed, or within thirty-seven days after t he last work is
done for which the lien is claimed. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227,
s. 21 (4); 1952, c. 54, s. 6 (4).
(5) Every lienholder who does not register a claim for lien Duty of
. preserved b y an actiOn
.
an d w hose I.ten ts
commenced b y lienholder
whose lien
another lienholder shall nevertheless before the day appointed ~~~~tered
for the trial of the action give written notice of his lien to
the owner or his agent, the mortgagee or his agent and the
lienholder who has commenced action, and deposit with
the proper officer of the county or district concerned particulars of his claim verified by affidavit. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227,
·s. 21 (6).
EXPIRY AND DISCHARGE OF LIEN

22.-(1) Every lien for which a claim is not registered ~xpiry
absolutely ceases to exist 011 the expiration of the time herein- ens
before limited for the registration thereof unless in the meantime an action is commenced to realize the claim or in which
t he claim may be realized under this Act and a certificate
thereof is registered in the registry off.ce in which the claim for
lien might have been registered. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 22 (1).

of

(2) Where a certificate of action has been registered for vaca ting
.
.
orders
two years or more .111 t I1e registry
o ffi ce an d no appomtment
has been taken out for the trial of t he action, any interested
party may apply ex parte to a judge who has jurisdiction to
try the action or, in the County of York, the master, who
may make an order vacating the certificate of action and discharging all liens depending thereon. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227,
s. 22 (2); 1960, c. 65, s. 3.
When Hen

2 3 . Every lien for which a claim has been registered abso- f? r~<;:1:rere<I
lutely ceases to exist on the expiration of ninety days after n nd nodt d
e
. I1as been COlllpIeted or matena
. Is Iuwe uprocee
t he work or servtce
po n
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been furnished or placed, or after the expiry of the period of
credit, where such period is mentioned in the claim for lien
registered, unless in the meantime an action is commenced
to realize the claim or in which the claim may be realized
under this Act, and a certificate is registered as provided by
section 22. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 23; 1958, c. 57, s. 4.
Assignment
or death of
lienholder

2-l. The right of a lienholder may be assigned by an instrument in writing and, if not assigned, upon his death passes
to his personal representative. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 24.

lJtsc hat·ge

25. -(1) A lien may be discharged by the registration of a
receipt acknowledging payment,

uf lien

(a) where made by a claimant other than a corporation,

signed by the claimant or his agent duly authorized
in writing and verified by affidavit;
(b) where made by a corporation, bearing its corporate

seal.

1958, c. 57, s. 5 (1).

ltegistratlon

(2) The receipt shall be numbered and entered like other
instruments, but shall not be copied in any registry book,
and there shall be entered against the entry of the lien to
which the discharge relates the word "discharged" and the
registration number of the discharge.

1-'('e

(3) The fee is the same as for registering a claim.
1950, c. 227, s. 25 (2 , 3) .

o f receitH

R.S.O.

(4) l 1 pon application,
the judge
having jurisdiction to try
•
_
an
action
or,
in
the
(
ount,·
of
\
ork,
the master may,
and vncau ng
..
lien and
.
·
f h
c-ertificate
(a) allow secunty for or payment 1UtO court o t e
of aNton
f
I
I
.
d
J
h
.
d
amount o t 1e c ann an sue 1 costs as t e JU ge or
officer may fix, and thereupon order that the registration of the lien and registration of the certificate of
action, if a ny, be vacated; or
Sccunly vr
parmcnl
into cou rt

(b) order that the registration of the lien and the registra-

tion of the certificate of action, if any, be vacated
upon a ny other proper ground. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227,
s. 25 (4) ; 1960, c. 65, s. 4.
EffcN of

order under
RU b :;. 4, Cl. U

:'\Ioney pald
into cou rt

(5) Notwithstanding sections 22 and 23, where an order
to vacate the registration of a lien is made under clause a of
subsection 4, the lien docs not cease to exist for the reason that
no certificate of action is registered. 1958, c. 57, s. 5 (2).
(6) Any money so paid into court, or any bond or other
security for securing the like amount and satisfactory to the
judge or officer having jurisdiction, takes the place of the
property discharged and is subject to the claims of every
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person who has at the time of the application registered his
claim for lien or given notice of the claim under subsection 6
of section 11 or section 13 to the same extent as if the money,
bond or other security was realized by a sale of the property
in an action to enforce the lien, provided that such amount as
the judge or officer finds to be owing to the person whose lien
has been so vacated is a first charge upon the money, bond
or other security.
(7) Where the certificate required by section 22 or 23 0v:-hcn 1~otlce
·
d w1t
· I110
· t he prescn'bed tnne,
·
Ilas not b een regtstere
an d an tionapp
to lea.
.
.
d
h
.
.
f
I
.
vacate not
appI1catton IS rna e to vacate t e regtstratton o a c atm requisite
for lien after the time for registration of the certificate, the
order vacating the lien may be made ex parte upon production
of the certificate of the proper registrar certifying the facts
entitling the applicant to such order. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227,
s. 25 (5, 6).
EFFECT OF TAKING SECURITY OR EXTENDING Tll\lE

26.-(1) The taking of any security for, or the acceptance Etrect
of any promissory note or bill of exchange for, or the taking genera ll y
of any acknowledgment of the claim, or the giving of tirne
for the payment thereof, or the taking of any proceedings for
the recovery, or the recovery of a personal judgment for the
claim, does not merge, waive, pay, satisfy, prejudice or destroy
the lien unless the claimant agrees in writing that it has that
effect.
(2) \\7here any such promissory note or bill of exchange When!Ieriod
has been negotiated, the lienholder does not thereby lose his ~~;r:x~~rec
lien, if, at the time of bringing his action to enforce it, or where
an action is brought by another lienholder, he is, at the time
of proving his claim in the action, the holder of such promissory
note or bill of exchange.
(3) Nothing in suosection 2 extends the time limited by Ti.m e for
this Act for bringing the action to enforce the lien.
~~t?!~n~ot
extended

(4) A person who has extended the time for payment of a Tl,me.for
claim for which he has a lien to obtain the benefit of this ~~tY!An~Y
section shall commence an action to enforce the lien within f,~~~0 ~ 1 ;;:o
the time prescribed by this Act, and shall register a certificate or pay m e nt
as required by sections 22 and 23, but no further proceedings
shall be taken in the action until the expiration of such extension of time. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 26.

27. Where the period of credit in respect of a claim has not Pl'ovlng
. ed , or w I1ere t here has been an extensiOn
.
.
for cln
im l nuy
exptr
o f tlllle,
notion
payment of the claim, the lienholder may nevertheless, if ft~~ ~~~Ydor
an action is commenced by any other person to enforce a lien
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against the same property, prove and obtain payment of his
claim in the action as if the period of credit or the extended
time had expired. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 27.
LIENHOLDER'S RIGHTS TO INFORMATION
Production
o f contract
or agreemen t

28.-( 1) Any lienholder may, in writing, at any time
demand of the owner or his agent the production, for inspection, of the contract or agreement with the contractor for
or in respect of which the work, service or material is or
is to be performed or furnished or placed, if the contract or
agreement is in writing or if not in writing, the terms of the
contract or agreement and the state of the accounts between
the owner and the contractor, and if the owner or his agent
does not at the time of the demand, or within a reasonable
time thereafter, produce the contract or agreement if in writing
or, if not in writing, does not inform the person making the
demand of the terms of the contract or agreement and the
amount due and unpaid upon the contract or agreement or if
he knowingly falsely states the terms of the contract or agreement or the amount due or unpaid thereon and if the person
claiming the lien sustains loss by reason of the refusal or
neglect or false statement, the owner is liable to him for the
amount of the loss in an action therefor or in any action for
the enforcement of a lien under this Act, and subsection 4 of
section 35 applies.

Statement
of mortgagee or
unpaid
vendor

(2) Any lienholder may in writing at any time demand of
a mortgagee or unpaid vendor or his agent the terms of any
mortgage on the land or of any agreement for the purchase
of the land in respect of which the work, service or material
is or is to be performed, furnished or placed and a statement
showing the amount advanced on the mortgage or the amount
owing on the agreement, as the case may be, and if the mortgagee or vendor or his agent fails to inform the lienholder at
the time of the demand or within a reasonable time thereafter
of the terms of the mortgage or agreement and the amount
advanced or owing thereon or if he knowingly falsely states
the terms of the mortgage or agreement and the amount
owing thereon and the lienholder sustains Joss by the refusal
or neglect or misstatement, the mortgagee or vendor is liable
to him for the amount of the loss in an action therefor or in
any action for the enforcement of a lien under this Act, and
subsection 4 of section 35 applies. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227,
s. 28 (1, 2).

Production
of co ntract
or agreement

(3) The judge having jurisdiction to try an action or, in tpe
County of York, the master may, on a summary application
at any time before or after any action is commenced for the
enforcement of the lien, make an order requiring the owner or

Sec. 31 (3)
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his agent or the mortgagee or his agent or unpaid vendor or
his agent, as the case may be, to produce and allow any lienholder to inspect any such contract or agreement or mortgage
or agreement for sale upon such terms as to costs as he may
deem just. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 28 (3) ; 1960, c. 65, s. 5.
ACTION TO REALIZE CLAilll

29.-(1) A lien shall be enforced in the Supreme Court Mode. of
in an action to be commenced by filing in the office of the local rrea~izlng
registrar of the Supreme Court in the county or district in
which the land or part thereof is situate a statement of claim.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 29 (1); 1953, c. 61, s. 1; 1958, c. 57, s. 6.
(2) The statement of claim shall be served within one Service
month after it is filed, but a judge having jurisdiction to try
the action or, in the County of York, the master may extend
the time for service thereof, and the time for delivering the
statement of defence shall be the same as for entering an
appearance in an action in the Supreme Court. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 227, s. 29 (2); 1960, c. 65, s. 6 (1).
(3) It is not necessary to make any lienholders parties Parties
defendant to the action, but all lienholders served with the
notice of trial shall for all purposes be deemed parties to the
action. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 29 (3).
(4) After the commencement of any action under this Act, Motion
any lienholder or other person interested may move before the ~~~:peed
judge having jurisdiction to try the action or, in the County
of York, a judge of the Supreme Court to speed the trial of
the action. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 29 (4); 1960, c. 65, s. 6 (2).

3 0 . Any number of lienholders claiming liens on the same J..l.ef!hol9ers
land may join in an action and an action brought by a lien- ~~·ti~':tg m
holder shall be deemed to be brought on behalf of himself
and all other lienholders. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 30.
31.- (1) The action shall be tried in the county or district Place or
in which the land or part thereof is situate.
trial

(2) Except in the County of York, the action shall be Tribunal
tried by a local judge of the Supreme Court, but, upon the
application of any party or other interested person made
according to the practice of the Supreme Court and upon
notice, the court may direct that the action be tried by a
judge of the Supreme Court at the regular sittings of the
court for the trial of actions in the county or district in which
the land or part thereof is situate.
(3) In the County of York, the action shall be tried by a Idem,
judge of the Supreme Court, but,
6g~~ty
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(a) on motion after defence or defence to counterclaim,

n.s.o.

<'. 1!)7

J!JGO.

if any, has been delivered or the time for such delivery
has expired, a judge of the Supreme Court may refer
( Form 7) the whole action to the master for trial
pursuant to section 69 of The Judicature Act; or
(b) at the trial, a judge of the Supreme Court may direct

a reference to the master pursuant to section 68 or 69
of The Judicature A ct.
Application
to set aside
judgment
d ire<'ti ng a
reference

(4) \\'here on motion the whole action is referred to the
master for trial, any person brought into the proceedings
subsequent thereto and served with a notice of trial may
apply to a judge of the Supreme Court to set aside t he judgment directing the reference within seven days after service
of notice of trial and, if such person fails to make such application, he is bound by s uch judgment as if he were originally
a party thereto.

.-\mendmont of
pleadings
on reference

(5) \\'here the action is referred to the master for trial, he
may grant leave to amend any pleading. 1960, c. 65, s. 7.

Powers of
local
judges
S.C.O., etc.

32.- (1) The local judges of the Supreme Court and the
master to whom a reference for trial has been directed, in
addition to t heir ordinary powers, have all the jurisdiction,
powers and authority of the Supreme Court to try and completely dispose of the action and questions arising therein and
all questions of set-off and counterclaim arising under the
building contract or out of the work or service done or materials furnished to the property in question. 1960, c. 65,
s. 8 (1).

Where cont r act covers
several
huil dings

(2) Where an owner enters into an entire contract for the
supply of material to be used in several buildings, the person
supplying the material may ask to haYc his lien follow the
form of the contract and that it be for an entire sum upon all
the buildings, but in case the owner has sold one or more of
the buildings, the judge or officer has jurisdiction equitably
to apportion against the respective buildings the amount
included in the claim for lien under the entire contract. R.S.O.
1950, c. 227, s. 32 (2).

Power to
appoint a
receiver of
rents and
profits

(3) At any time after the delivery of the statement of
claim, the judge having jurisdiction to try the action or, in the
County of York, a judge of the Supreme Court may, on the
application of any lien claimant, mortgagee or other party
interested, appoint a receiver of the rents and profits of the
property against which the claim of lien is registered, upon
such terms and upon the giving of such security or without
securi ty as to the judge may seem just. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227,
s. 32 (3); 1960, c. 65, s. 8 (2).
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(4) At any time after the delivery of the statement of~;~~;[ to
claim, any lien claimant, mortgagee or other party interested !~1~0~~~
may make an application to a judge having jurisdiction to try trustee
the action or, in the County of York, to a judge of the Supreme
Court, who may hear viva voce or aff.davit evidence or both
and who has power to appoint, upon such terms and upon the
giving of such security or without security as the judge deems
best, a trustee or trustees with power to manage and sell or
manage or sell the property upon which the lien is filed, and
such management and sale or management or sale shall be
under the supervision and direction of the cour t, and such
sale shall require the approbation of the court, and with
power, when so directed by the court, to complete or partially
complete the property and in the event that mortgage moneys
are advanced to the trustee or trustees as the result of any
of the powers conferred upon him or them under this subsection, such moneys take priority over all liens existing as
of the date of the appointment. 1952, c. 54, s. 8 (1 ) ; 1960,
c. 65, s. 8 (3).
(5) Any property d irecteJ to be sold under this section may Pro per ty
be ofl'ered for sale subject to any mortgage or other charge or ~:;:red tor
encumbrance if the judge or officer so directs, but only in
cases where there is no dispute whatever as to the priority of
any such mortgage. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 32 (6); 1960,
c. 65, s. 8 (4).
(6) The proceeds of any sale made by a trustee under sub- Proceed~
. 4 s I1aII be pa1.d .mto court anu·• arc su b'JeCt to t he c Iauns
.
t otobecop urt
a •d
sectton
in
of all lienholders, mortgagees or other parties interested in
the property so sold as t heir respective rights may be determined, and, in so far as applicable, section 36 applies. R.S.O.
1950, c. 227, s. 32 (7); 1957, c. 68, s. 2.
(7) T he judge or officer shall make all necessary orders for Orders for
the completion of the sale for the vesting of the property in ~~~~~etio n
the purchaser and for possession. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 32
(8); 1952, c. 54, s. 8 '( 3); 1960, c. 65' s. 8 (5).
(8) Any such vesting order so made of property so sold ~nW~g
by a trustee appointed as aforesaid vests the title of the
property free from all lienholders' claims, encumbrances and
interests of any kind including dower, except in cases where
sale is made subject to any mortgage, charge, encumbrance
or interest as hereinbefore provided, but nothing in this section
or in this Act shall be deemed to t:xtinguish the right to dower,
if any, of any married woman or the right to have the value
of the same ascertained and deducted from the proceeds of
the same so paid into court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 32 (9).
33. \\'here more actions than one are brought to realize con~olida
liens in respect of the same land, a jud~e havin~ jurisdiction ~~t't'o?.~
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to try such actions or, in the County of York, the master
may, on the application of any party to any one of t he actions,
or on the application of any other person interested, consolidate all such actions into one action, and may give the
conduct of the consolidated action to any plaintiff as he may
see fit. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 33; 1960, c. 65, s. 9.
Transferring
carriage of
1>rocecd in gs

3 4. Any lienholder entitled to the benefit of an action
may apply for the carriage of the proceedings, and t he judge
or officer may make an order giving such lienholder the
carriage of the proceedings. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 34.

Appointing
day for
trial

3 5.- (1) After the delivery of t he statement of defence
where the plain tiff's claim is disputed, or after t he time for
delivery of defence in a ll other cases and except where t he
t rial is to take place before a judge of t he Supreme Court
under subsection 2 of section 31, either party may apply
ex parte to a judge or officer who has jurisdiction to try t he
action to fix a day for the t rial thereof, and the judge or officer
sha ll appoint the time and place of t rial.

Notice o f
trial and
service of

(2) The party obtaining an appointment for t he trial shall,
at least ten clear days before the day appointed, serve notice
of trial (Form 5) upon the solicitors for the defendants who
appear by solicitors and upon defendants who appear in
person, and on all lienholders who have registered their
claims as required by this Act or of whose claims he has
notice, and on a ll other persons having any charge, encumbrance or claim on the land subsequent in priority to the lien,
who are not parties, and such service shall be personal unless
otherwise directed by the j udge or officer who may direct in
what manner the notice of trial may be served.

Idem

(3) Where any person interested in the land has been
served with a statement of claim and makes default in delivering a statement of defence, he shall nevertheless be served
with notice of trial and is entitled to defend on such terms as
to costs and otherwise as the judge or officer trying t he action
may deem just. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 35 (1-3).

Tria l

(4) The judge or, where a reference for trial is directed , the
master,
(a) shall try the action and all questions that a rise

therein or that are necessary to be t ried in order to
completely dispose of the action and to adjust the
rights and liabilities of the persons appearing before
him or upon whom notice of trial has been served;
(b) shall take a ll accounts, make all inquiries, give all

directions and do all other things necessary to finally

Sec. 35 (9)
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dispose of the action and of all matters, questions and
accounts arising therein or at the trial, and to adjust
the rights and liabili ties of and give all necessary
relief to all parties to the action and all persons who
have been served with the notice of t rial ; and
(c) shall embody the results of the trial,
(i) in the case of a judge, in a judgment (Form 6),
a nd
(ii) in the case of the master, in a report (Form 8),
which judgment or repor t may direct payment forthwith by the person or persons primarily liable to pay
the amount of the claims and costs as ascertained by
t he judgment or report, and execution may be issued
therefor forthwith in the case of a judgment and,
after confir mation thereof, in the case of a report.
1960, c. 65, s. 10 (1).
(5) The form of the judgment or report may be va ried by Power to
· d ge oro ffi cer ·111 ord er to meet t he CirCumstances
·
vary form
t he JU
o f t IleJudgmem
case so as to afford to a ny party to the proceedings any right
or remedy in the judgment or report to which he may be
entitled. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 35 (5); 1960, c. 65 , s. 10 (2).

of

(6) The judge or officer may order that the estate or interest Sale
charged with t he lien may be sold and may direct the sale
to take place at any time after judgment or confirmation of
the report, allowing, however , a reasonable time for advertising t he sale. R.S.O. 1950, c. 65, s. 35 (6); 1960, c. 65,
s. 10 (3).
(7) A lienholder who has not proved his claim at the tria l, :re~~~~~ In
on application to the judge or officer before whom the action weho ha~
. on sueI1 their
not proved
. d , may be Iet .10 to prove h'IS cI a1m
or re ference was tne
claims
ed
.
nt
.
b
d
JUSt at trial
terms as to costs an d otherw1se as may e eem
any time before th'e amount realized in the action for t he
satisfaction of liens has been distributed, and where his claim
is allowed the judgment or report sha ll be amended so as to
include his cla im. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 35 (7); 1960, c. 65 ,
s. 10 (4) .
(8) Every lienholder for an amount not exceeding $200 Right o!
. .
R .SO
may be represented b y an agent w ho .IS not a so11c1tor.
. . lienholders
to repro·
1950, C. 227, s. 35 (8); 1958, c. 57, s. 7.
&entation
(9) An action may be tried by any officer having juris- Trial or
. ·
·
· 11stancJ'1ng t h at t he t1me
.
.I action
d 1ct10n
to try t he act1on
notw1t
anu
place for the trial thereof were appointed and fixed by another
officer having jurisdiction. R .S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 35 (9) ;
1960, c. 65, s. 10 (5).
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He port
where sale
is hnd

36.- (1) Where a sale is had, t he moneys arising therefrom shall be paid into court to the credit of the action and
t he judge or officer shall direct to whom the moneys in court
shall be pa id a nd may add to the claim of the person conducting the action his fees and actua l disbursements incurred
in connection with the sale, and where sufficient to satisfy
the judgment and costs is not realized from the sale, he shall
cert ify t he amount of the deficiency and the names of the
persons who a rc entitled to recover the same, showing t he
a mount that each is entitled to recover and the persons adjudged to pay the same, giving credit for payments made, if
any, under subsection 4 of section 35, and the persons so
ent itled may e nforce payment of the amounts so found to be
due by execution or otherwise. R .S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 36 (1);
1958, c. 57, s. 8.

Completion
of sale

(2) The judge or officer may make a ll necessary orders for
the completion of t he sale and for vesting t he property in
t he purchaser.

Where
lien not
established

(3) Where a claimant fails to establish a valid lien, he may
nevertheless recover a personal judgment against any party
to the action for such su m as may appear to be due to him
and which he might recover in a n action against such party.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 36 (2, 3).

~~~~g~~~~rs

3 7. \\'here proper ty subject to a lien is sold in an action
to enforce a lien , every lienholder is entitled to share in the
.
proceed s o f t hc saIe .tn respect o f t he a mount t hen owtng
to
•
hm1 , although the same or par t thereof was not payable at
t he time of the commencement of t he action or is not the n
presently payable. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 37 .

whose claims
apayab)e
re not to
s hare 1n
proceeds
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I'U}'ment or
money out
of court

38.- (1) Where money has been paid in to court and the
time for the payment out has arrived, the judge or officer
shall forward a certified copy of his judgmen t or report and
of the repor t on sale, if a ny, to the accountant of t he Supreme
Court, whereupon the cheques sha ll be delivered by the accountant to t he persons entitled, or their solicitors, in accordance with the us ual practice of the accou ntant's office. R .S.O.
1950, c. 227, s. 38 (1); 1960, c. 65 , s. ll.

Fee.;

(2) No fees or stamps a re payable on a ny cheques or 011
proceedings to pay money into court or to obtain money
out of court, in respect of a claim for lien, but sufficien t
postage stamps to repay a return registered letter shall be
enclosed with every requisition for cheques. R.S .O. 1950,
c. 227, s. 38 (2).
3{).- (1) If in t he course of proceedings to enforce a lien a
question of law arises, the judge or orf.ccr t rying the case may,

Sec. 41 (c)
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at the request of any party, state the question in the form
of a stated case for the opinion of the court, and the stated
case shall thereupon be set down to be heard before the
Court of Appeal and notice of hearing shall be served by the
party setting down upon all parties concerned.
(2) The stated case shall set forth the facts material for T~a~s-

.
. o f t h e quest1on
.
. d an d a II papers neces- miSSIOn
t he d etermmatiOn
ra1se
p a pers

of

sary for the hearing of the appeal shall be transmitted to the
registrar of the Court of Appeal. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 39.
Al'I'EAL

4 0 .-(1) A judgment in respect of a claim or counterclaim Judgment
for an amount not exceeding $200 is final and without appeal. to be final
1958, c. 57, s. 9 (1).
(2) Where a question is referred to the master for inquiry Appeal from
· 3 o f sectiOn
· 31, an appea I 11es
. .111 reference
an d report un d er su bsectiOn
the manner prescribed by the rules of court.
(3) Where an action is referred to the master for trial .10n
~ont1rfmao
under subsection 3 of section 31, the report shall be filed and mas ter"s
shall be deemed to be confirmed at the expiration of fifteen report
days from the date of service of notice of filing the same,
unless notice of appeal is served within that time.
(4) An appeal from a judgment or report made on a refer- Appea l
. I I"1es .m l"k
ence for tna
1 ·e manner an d to t he same extent as from
judgment
from the decision of a judge trying an action in the Supreme or report
Court without a jury.
(5) The costs of the appeal shall not be governed by section costs or
42 or 43, but, subject to any order of the court, shall be upon appeal
the scale of costs allowed in county court appeals where the
amount involved is within the proper competence of the
county court, and, ·where it exceeds that amount, upon the
Supreme Court scale. 1960, c. 65, s. 13.
FEES AND COSTS

4 1. The fee payable in any action to realize a lien under Fee
this Act is,
(a) $5 on a claim or counterclaim not exceeding $500;
(b) $10 on a claim or counterclaim exceeding SSOO but
not exceeding S1 ,000;
(c) $ 10 on a claim or counterclaim exceeding $1,000 plus
$1 for every $1,000 or a frac tion thereof in excess of
$1,000,
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Sec. 41

but no fee is payable on a claim for wages only, and in no case
shall the fee on a claim exceed $75 or on a counterclaim exceed
$25. 1958, c. 57, s. 10.
Limit of
costs to
plaintit!'fl

42 . The costs of the action, exclusive of actual disbursements awarded to the plaintiffs and successful lienholders,
shall not exceed in the aggregate 25 per cent of the totaJ
amount found to have been actually due on the liens at the
time of the registration thereof, and shall be apportioned and
borne in such proportion as the judge or officer who tries the
action may direct, but in making the apportionment he shall
have regard to the actual services rendered by or on behalf
of the parties respectively, provided that where a counterclaim is set up by a defendant the amount and apportionment
of the costs in respect thereof are in the discretion of the
judge or officer trying. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 42.

Limtit or
t
cos "aga 1ns
plaintirrs

43. Where costs are awarded against the plaintiff or other
. . 1'tens, t I1ey s11a11 not exceed , except 1n
. t he case
persons c1atmmg
of a counterclaim, 25 per cent of the claim of the plaintiff and
the other claimants, besides actual disbursements, and shall
be apportioned and borne as t he judge or officer may direct.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 43.

Coats where
least ex pensive course
not taken

44. Where the least expensive course is not taken by a
plaintiff, the costs allowed to him shall in no case exceed
what would have been incurred if the least expensive course
had been taken. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 44.

costE! of d
45. Where a lien is discharged or vacated under section 25,
d rawln(( an
. dgment .IS gtven
.
· f
f
·
1·
registormg
or where JU
111 avour o or agamst a c atm
.
.
and
vacating
f
dd'
·
h
f
h
·
h
·
d
registration
or a 1ten, 111 a 1t1on to t e costs o t e action, t e JU ge or
or lien
officer may allow a reasonable amount for the costs of drawing

and registering the claim for lien or of vacating the registration
thereof, but this docs not apply where the claimant fails to
establish a valid lien. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 45.
Costa not
otherwise
provided ror

46. Except as otherwise herein provided, all costs of and
incidental to all applications and orders are in the discretion
of the judge or officer. R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 46.
RULES

Rules of
procedure

01~

PROCEDURE

47 .-(1) T he object of this Act being to enforce liens at
the least expense, the procedure shall be as far as possible of
a summary character, having regard to the amount and nature
of the liens in question.

Sec. 48 (2)
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(2) No interlocutory proceedings shall be permitted, except Interlocusuch as are provided by this Act, without the consent of the r~fc;· p~ohc:~ct
judge or officer having jurisdiction, and then only upon al owed
proper proof that such proceedings a re necessary.
(3) The judge or officer trying may obtain the assistance Arssistance
'
contractors, o experts
o{ mere hants, accountants, actuan.es, b ut'ld mg
architects, engineers or other scientific persons in such way
as he deems fit, the better to enable h im to determine any
matter of fact in question , and may fix the remuneration of
such persons and direct payment thereof by any of the parties.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, s. 47.
LIENS ON CHATTELS

48.- (1) Every mechanic or other person who has be- Right of
· Is upon any c hattc l or entitled
mechanic.>
stowed money or skiII an d matena
to
thing in the alteration or improvement of its properties, or ~~~t~~ to
for t he purpose of imparting an additional value to it so ass_ell chattel
thereby to be entitled to a lien upon the chattel or thing for
the amount or value of the money or skill and materials bestowed has, while the lien exists but not afterwards, in case
t he amount to which he is entitled remains unpaid for three
months after the same ought to have been paid, the right in
addition to any other remedy to which he may be entitled to
sell by auction the chattel or thing, on giving one week's
notice by advertisement in a newspaper published in t he
municipality in which the work was done, or in case there is no
newspaper published in the municipality then in the newspaper
published nearest thereto, setting forth the name of the person
indebted, the amount of the debt, a description of the chattel
or t hing to be sold , the time and place of sale, and the name
of the auctioneer, and leaving a like notice in writing at the
last known place of residence, if any, of the owner, if he is a
resident of the municipality.
(2) Such mechanic or other person shall apply the proceeds Afplication
of the sale in payment of the amount due to him a nd t he costs~d~~ceeds
of advertising and sale and shall upon application pay over
any sur plus to t he person entitlerl thereto. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 227, s. 48.
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FORM I

(Sections 16-21)
CLAIM FOR LIE!\

A.B. (name of claimant) of (here slate residence of claimant), (if claimant
is a personal representative or assignee set out the facts) under The Mechanics'
Uen Act claims a lien upon the estate of (here slate the name and residence
of owner of the land upon which the lien is claimed), in the und ermentioned
land in respect of the following work (or service or ma terials) that is to
say (here give a short description of the nature of the work done or lo be done,
or materials furnished or to be furnished, and for which the lien is claimed)
which work (or service) was (or is to be) done (or ma terials were or are to
be furnished) for (here slate name and residence of the person upon whose
request the work is done or to be done, or the materials furnished or to be
furnished) on or before the ........................ day of .......................... , 19.........
The amount claimed as due (or to become due) is$.................................
The following is the description of the land to be charged (htre set out
a concise description of the land to be charged sufficient for the purpose of
registration).
Where credit has been git•en, insert: The work was done (or materials
were furn ished) on credit, and the period of credit agreed to expired (or
will expire) on the ........................ day of ............................ , 19....... ..
Dated at ... .. ........ . . this ...
.. day of ............................ , 19 .......
(Signature of claimant)

R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, Form 1.

FOR J\1 2

(Sections /6-21)
CLAIM FOR LIEN FOR W AGES

A. B. (name of claimant) of (here slate residence of claimant), (if claimant
is a personal reprcsenlalit•e or assignee set 011t the facts) under The .Mechanics'
Uen Act cla ims a lien upon the estate of (here slate the name and residence
of the owner of the laud upon which the Um is claimed), in the undermentioned
land in respect of work performed (or to be performed) thereon while in
the employment of (here slate the name and residence of the person upon
whose reqzust the ~vork was or 1's to be performed) on or before the ................. .
day of ................... ...... , 19..
The amount claimed as due (or to become d ue) is$........................... .
The following is the description of the land to be charged (here set out
a concise descriptio" of II~ land to be charged szt.fficimt for the purpose of
rrgistraliou).
nated at......
.. ... this ........ ........... day of ....
' 19...... ..

(Sig11ature of claimant)

R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, Form 2.
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FORi\1 3
(Sect ions I 6-2 I)
CLAUI FOR LIE!' FOR \\'AGF.S UY SEVERAl, CLADIAKT S

The following persons claim a lien under The .Mechanics' Lirn Act upon
the estate of (here state I he ttame and residence of the owner of lartd upon
which the lien is claimtd) in the undermentioned land in respect of wages
for labour performed (or to be performed) thereon while in the employment of (here state name and residence or na mrs aud res·idences of employers
. of the set•eral persons claiming the lim).
A.B. of (residence) $.................. for wages.
C.D. of
"
$.................. "
"
E.F. of
S................... "
The following is the description of the land to be cha rged (here set alii
concise description of the lattd to be charged suffic-imt for the purpose of
rtgistration).

11

Da ted at ........................... this ....... .

... day of ...

.. .........., 19 ....... ..

(Signaturrs of set•eral cla·ima11ts)

R.S.O. 1950, c. 227 , Form 3.

FORi\1 4
(Sections I 6-Z I)
AFFIDAVIT VERIFYING CLAm

I, A.B., namecl in the abo\·e (or a nnexed) claim, ma ke oath that the
claim is true.

Or, \Ve, A.B. and C. D., named in the abo"e (or annexed) claim, make
oa th and each for himself makes onth that the claim, so far as relates to
him, is true.
Where affidat>it ·i s made by agent or assiguee a clause must be (Idded to the
followi11g effect:- I ha\·e full knowledge of the facts set forth in the a bove
(or a nnexed) claim.

Sworn before me at ........... ........... .. , in the
County of ................................, this ............da y
of ............, 19........ .

Or, The said A.B. a nd C. D. were severally
sworn before me at ................................ , in the
County of ............................ , this ................ day
of ............................ , 19....... ..

R.S.O. 1950, c. 227 , Form 4.
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Form 5

FORM 5
(Section 35)
NOTICE OF TRIAL

(Style of Court and Cause)
TAKE NOTICE that this action will be tried at the ............................

~~' ttis·t~i~ty·~r·::::::::::::::::::::::::::. ~.~.::::::::::·~·~·rh~·::::::::::::::::::: ..~~..~.~.~..~~~.~.~:.

day of ...........................................................................................:......................... .
by ........................................ and at such time and place the.......................... ..
........................................ will proceed to try the action and all questions as
provided by The Mechanics' Lien Act.
And further take notice that if you do not appear at the trial and defend
the action or prove your claim, rf a ny, the proceedings will be taken in
your absence and you may be deprived of all benefit of the proceedings
and your rights disposed of in your absence.
And further take notice that all parties and lien claimants shall bring
with them on the day herein set for trial all mortgages, contracts, agreements, orders, cheques, notes, delivery slips, time-books, books of account,
diaries, duplicate original liens, and any other books or papers necessary
to prove liens or defences. If any person fails to comply with these
directions, the costs of the day may be given against him in the event that
an adjournment is necessary for the production of any of the abovementioned documentary evidence.
This is a Mechanics' Lien action brought by the above-named plaintiffs
against the above-named defenda nts to enforce a Mechanics' Lien against
the following lands: (set out description of lands).
This notice is served by, etc.
Dated ................................................. 19.........
To .................................... ................................................ ..

R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, Form 6.
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FORM 6
(Section 35)
jUDGMENT

(Style of Court and Cause)

This action coming on for trial before ............................ a t ...................... ..
upon opening of the matter and it appearing that the following persons
have been duly served with notice of trial herein (set oul names of all
persons served with notice of /rial) and all such persons (or as the case may
be) appearing at the trial (or and the following persons not having appeared
set out names of natz-appearing persms) and upon hearing the evidence
adduced and what was alleged by counsel for the plaintiff and for C.D.
and E. F. and the defendant (or and by A.B. appearing in person).
1. This Court doth declare that the plaintiff and the several persons
mentioned in Schedule 1 hereto are respectively entitled to a lien under
The Mechanics' Lien Act upon the land described in Schedule 2 hereto for
the amounts set opposite their respective names in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th
columns of Schedule 1, and the persons primarily liable for the claims
respectively are set forth in the 5th column of Schedule 1.
2. (And this Court doth further declare that the several persons mentioned in Schedule 3 hereto are also entitled to some lien, charge or encumbrance upon such land for the amounts set opposite their respective names
in the 4th column of Schedule 3, according lo the facts.)
3. And this Court doth further order and adjudge that upon the defendant (A.B., the owner) paying into Court to the credit of this action
the sum of .................................................................. (gross amount of liens in
Schedules 1 and 3 for which owner is liable) on or before the ....................... .
day of ................................ next, that the liens mentioned in Schedule 1 be
and the same are hereby discharged (and the several persons in Schedule 3
are to release and discharge their claims and assign and convey the s-1id
premises to the defendant (owner) and deliver up all documents on oath to
the defendant (owner) or to whom he may appomt) and the money so paid
into Court is to be paid out in payment of the claims of the lienholders
(or and encumbrancers).
4. In case the defendant (owner) makes default in payment of the money
into Court this Court doth order and adjudge that such land be sold with
the approbation of the Master of this Court at ................................ and that
the purchase money be paid into Court to the credit of this action.

5. And this Court doth order and adjudge that such purchase money
be applied in or towards payment of the several claims mentioned in
Schedule(s) 1 (and 3) as the Master shall direct, with subsequent interest
and subsequent costs to be computed and taxed by the Master.
6. And this Court doth further order and adjudge that in case such
purchase money is insufficient to pay in full the claims of the several
persons mentioned in Schedule 1, the persons primarily liable for such
claim as shown in Schedule 1 do pay to the persons to whom they a re
respectively primarily liable the amount remaining due to such persons
forthwith after the s-1me has been ascertained by the Master.

7. (And this Court doth declare that .......................................... have not
proved any lien under The J..fechanics' Lim Act and that they a rc not
entitled to any such lien, and this Court doth order and adjudge that the
claims of liens registered by them against the land mentioned in Schedule 2
be and the same a re hereby discharged, according to /he fact.)

lOS
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Schedule 1

:-.lames or lienholders entitled
to mechanics'
liens

Amount of
debt and
interest
(i£ any)

Costs

Tow!

:'\ames of
primary
debtors

-- -· --·--,---·---·-

(Signature of officer)

Schedule 2

The la uds iu qu estion in this matter arc .........
(.')('/out a descriptioll sufficie~~t fnr registration pmposes).
(Sig11alme of officer)

Schedule 3

:\'ames of persons entitled
to encumbrances
other tha n
mechanics' liens

:\mouut or debt
and interest
(if any)

Costs

Total

_I_ - - - -- --'-- (Sig11ature of officer)

R.S.O. 1950, c. 227, For111 7.
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7

(Section 31 (J))

JUDG~IENT

DIRECTING A REFERENCE FOR TRIAL

I. Upon the application of the plaintiff made pursuant to the provisions
of subsection 3 of section 31 of The Jfecltanics' L1·e1J Act, in the presence of
counsel for the plaintiff, and the defendants, and upon reading the pleadings in this action and upon hearing what was a lleged by counsel aforesa id,
and (the parties by their co1mul consentit:g thereto, or as the case may be).

2. THIS COURT DOTH ORDER AND ADJUDGE that this action
be and the same is referred to the Master at Toronto for trial.
3. AND THIS COURT DOTH F URTHER ORDER A::\D ADJUDGE that the parties do recover the respective amounts found due
by the Master from the parties found liable by the t.laster forthwith
after confirmation of the report of the Master.
4. AND THIS COURT DOTH FURTHER ORDER AND ADJUDGE that the !\'laster do determine all questions arising in this action
and on the reference, and that the findings of the Master respecting the
matters so referred be effective upon the confirmation of the !\laster's
report.

5. AND THIS COURT DOTH FURTHER ORDER that the i\Iaster
do determine the question of costs in this action and of the reference, and
that the costs be ta;~:ed and paid as the l\laster shall direct.

1960, c. 65, s. 14, part.
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FORM 8
(Sution 35 (4))
REPORT

(Style of Cause)

Pursuant to the judgment of reference herein dated ................................ ..
and it appearing that the following persons have been du ly served with
notice of trial herein (seJ out names of ali persons served with notice of trial)
I was attended by counsel for the plaintiff and for....................................... .
no one a{>pearing for ........................................ although duly notified as
aforesaid (or as the case may be) and upon hearing the evidence adduced
and what was alleged by counsel for the plaintiff and for C.D. and E.F.
a nd the defendant (or and by A.B. appeanng in person).
1. I find that the plaintiff and the several persons mentioned in Schedule
I hereto are respectively entitled to a lien under T~ MecluJnics' Lien Act
upon the land described in Schedule 2 hereto for the amounts set opposite
their respective names in the second, third and fourth columns of SChedule
I, and the persons primarily liable for the claims respectively are set forth
in the fifth column of Schedule l.

2. (And I find that the several persons mentioned in Schedule 3 hereto
are also entitled to some lien, charge or encumbrance upon the land for
the amounts set opposite their respective names in the fourth column of
Schedule 3, according to the facts.)
3. And I direct that upon the defendant (A .B., the owner) paying into
Court to the credit of th1s action the sum of$............................................... .
(gross amount of liens in Schedules 1 and 3 for which owner is li4ble) on or
before the .................... day of .................................... next, that the liens in
Schedule 1 mentioned be and the same are hereby discharged (and the
several persons in Schedule 3 are to release and discharge their claims
and assign and convey the premises to the defendant (owner) and deliver
up all documents on oath to the defendant (owner) or to whom he may
appoint) and the money so paid into Court is to be paid out in payment
of the claims of the lienholders (or and encumbrancers).
4. I n case the defendant (owner) makes default in payment of the money
into Court, I direct that the land be sold with the approbation of the
Master of this Cour t at ............................................................ and that the
purchase money be paid into Court to the credit of this action.
S. And I direct that the purchase money be applied in or towards payment of the several claims mentioned in Schedule(s) 1 (and 3) as the
Master shall direct with subsequent interest and subsequent a>sts to be
computed and taxed by the Master.
6. And I direct that in case the purchase money is insufficient to pay
in full the claims of the several persons mentioned in Schedule 1, the
persons primarily liable for such claim as shown in Schedule I do pay to
the persons to whom they are respectively primarily liable the amount
remaining due to such persons forthwith after the same shall have been
ascertained by the Master.
7. (And I find and declare that .................................................... have not
proved any lien under The MecluJnics' Lien Act and t hat they are not
entitled to any such lien, and I direct that the claims of liens reg1stered by
them against the land mentioned in Schedule 2 be and the same are hereby
discharged, according to the fact.)

1960, c. 65, s. 14, part.

